INTRODUCTION

52
How genetic variation translates into phenotypic variation is of immense scientific interest Studies have shown that divergence of many duplicate genes occurs by expression divergence 65 among and within species (Gu et al. 2004; Li et al. 2005) . This phenomenon expands gene 66 regulatory networks and contributes to physiological and morphological diversity (Carroll 67 2000; Lynch and Conery 2000; Gu et al. 2004; Rensing 2014) . In Arabidopsis, about two-68 thirds of duplicates were shown to exhibit expression divergence (Haberer et al. 2004 ). An reduced plant height and irregular leaf shape.
95
Our previous studies have shown that mutations in SUB and QKY in Col background result in 96 obvious slm mutant phenotypes (Fulton et al. 2009; Vaddepalli et al. 2011 Vaddepalli et al. , 2014 
103
RESULTS
104
Molecular identification of ZETH
105
In Ler background, zet-1 carrying a loss-of-function mutation in ZET locus (At1g64760) (Fig.   106 1A,B), shows a strong slm mutant phenotype (Vaddepalli et al. 2017) (Fig. 1D,F) . Except one 107 amino acid in the signal peptide, ZET shows no difference between Col and Ler. We 108 investigated the functionality of ZET in Columbia accession by analyzing two available T-
109
DNA insertion lines (zet-3 and zet-4) (Fig. 1A) . We expected the T-DNA insertion in zet-4 to 110 cause a mutant phenotype as it is predicted to result in a truncated ZET protein (Fig. 1A,B) .
111
But, the plants surprisingly failed to display the twisted morphology, characteristic of slm 112 mutants (Fig. S1B) . We asked, if the observed accession-specific phenotypic differences analysis of the evolutionary history revealed that ZET and ZETH duplication is specific to 119 species within the Arabidopsis lineage (Fig. S2 ).
121
To assess ZETH activity in Col, we investigated a T-DNA line (zeth-1), which is presumed to 122 carry a truncated protein (Fig. 1A,B) . But, like zet-4, the zeth-1 insertion line also failed to 123 show a mutant phenotype (Fig. S1C) . However, the zet-4 and zeth-1 double mutant exhibited 124 a strong phenotype (Fig. 1G-I , S1D) suggesting that the two genes act redundantly. The (Fig. 1J) . This construct was used in a 130 previous study to complement zet-1 mutants in Ler background (Vaddepalli et al. 2017 data from various tissues revealed that these genes are co-expressed ( Fig. 2A) . Surprisingly, (Fig. 1A,B) . Surprisingly, zet-1 zeth-2 double mutant plants in Ler showed an exaggerated 171 zet-1 phenotype and appeared closer to zet-4 zeth-1 double mutants in the Columbia 172 background (Fig. 3H-J we checked the effect of ZETH gene copy number on zet mutant phenotype (Fig. 4) . with respect to the control of plant height (Vaddepalli et al. 2011 (Vaddepalli et al. , 2014 Col-0 DNA spanning the entire genomic ER locus (Torii et al. 1996; Godiard et al. 2003) . specific promoter-controlled CRISPR/Cas9 system was used as described (Wang et al. 2015) . 
